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introduction
Dear members, dear shar pei friends, 

here is the second issue of our club bulletin Shar 
pei Mania, almost entirely devoted to the most 
important event of year 2008, our club show. 
As we all know, members of our club strived for many 
years for Mr. Matgo Law, the saviour of the breed 
himself, would judge the dogs in our show. When he 
had firts visited us, he had promised to reactivate his 
judicial license. We had waited for two years since 
and then it happened.

According to our data, no club in the world had ever 
succeeded in attracting exhibitors from 13 different 
countries before we did it. And to add another 
superlative, we are proud and glad to be the very 
first european club which had Mr. Matgo Law, the 
saviour, to judge the dogs in the show. We succeeded 
in what we had set for and the feedback to the show 
was more than positive.  

Some exhibitors came from very far away, some 
had attendet our previous shows, some came for 
the very first time. But everyone was thinking the 
same; the show was excellently organized, everyone 
was welcome in equal manner and we were looking 
forward to seeing everyone again. 

After the judging we feasted the exhibitors and guests 
with delicious meal in the Prodnik guesthouse. That 
was the merit of one of our sponsors. 

After the dinner Mr. Matgo Law introduced a new 
chinese breed to us. He has been fighting for it’s 
rescuing for 14 years. We hope he succeeds once 
again in his work. 

I will not list the winners, let me only mention the 
countries, from which came the exhibitors: Sweden, 
France, Switzerland, Italy, Hungary, Czech Republic, 
San Marino, Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro, Russia 
and Slovenia. 

Many of the exhibitors wrote to us about their 
impressions and their letters are also a part of this 
issue. 

I shall take this opportunity to express my sincere 
gratitude to KD Zgornje Savinjske doline for the 
beautiful place for our show and to our main sponsor 
Anima d.o.o. from Ljubljana, Gradis Celje, Atra 
Mozirje and everyone else a big thank you for all of 
their support. 

We are a small club and the world financial crisis is 
knocking at our door but  I am positive that we will, 
as we have so far, defeat the barriers with good will, 
enthusiasm and love for our breed and once again 
organize a beautiful and successful show later this 
year. This year the judge is coming from The United 
States. Her name is Ms. Ann Cookson and she is a 
long-time shar pei breeder. 

Last but not least, in year 2010 a big and important 
event once again lays before us. Slovenia namely 
hosts and organizes the European dog show, which 
will be held from 30th September to 3rd October. In 
context of the she show we will organize specialty 
show for shar pei in Varpolje on 1st October. You 
are heartly invited to attend these shows in great 
number. Judge of the specialty show will be another 
known breed specialist, who kindly responded to 
our invitation. 

See you in Varpolje on 12th September 2009 and 1st 
October 2010. 

      Mirjana Buhovac, 
president of Shar Pei Club of Slovenia  
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This message of thanks should have been written 
and sent to Mrs Mirjana Buhovac, the President of 
the Shar Pei Club of Slovenia, and to all my Shar Pei 
friends some time back.  With my heavy workload 
in Hong Kong I had it badly delayed.  Please accept 
my sincere apologies.

Judging in Slovenia
14 September 2008
4th Specialty Show of  The Shar Pei Club of Slovenia

Mrs Mirjana Buhovac had kindly extended her Club’s 
invitation to me for the assignment to judge their 
4th Specialty Show in September of 2006 when 
Harine (my wife) and I visited this beautiful country. 
Slovenia is a beautiful and lovely, peaceful and 
friendly country. It’s beauty of sceneries and peace 
in environment have been since then treasured in 
my memories.  

On 11. September I took a late night flight to 
Munich, Germany and a transit flight to Ljubljana, 
Capital of Slovenia.  The overall flight time was 
about 21 hours and very smooth ….. no rush and 
panic during the transit as had happened in Paris 
airport two years ago.  I arrived 10:00 in the morning 
of 12 September, Friday, and was in good shape.  
Personally I prefer to book a flight arriving one day 
ahead of the assignment, if the flight time is over 20 
hours and with a transit for the purpose of “to play 
safe’.  September is a month in the typhoon season 
of Hong Kong.

Same day in afternoon I met Mr & Mrs Kevin and 
Melanie Davis of the famous Ocobo / Mystyle 
Bulldogs in UK.  Kevin came over for the judging 
assignment of the Bulldog Club of Slovenia specialty 
show, same date, same venue with the Shar Pei.  
Melanie and Kevin are lovely persons and always 
ready to share their knowledge of Bulldog, a breed 
I love very much.  It was nice to meet the Davis and 
we stayed in the same hotel – Prodnik Sport Center 
& Hotel, quiet and nice guest rooms at the foot of 

a mountain and facing a river.  We had some nice 
dinners together, chattings and laughters.

14 September (Sunday), the Show Day
By the courtesy of the Zgornja Savinjska doling 
Kennel Club, the show venue was on nice outdoor 
smooth grassland with pretty setting up.  I was 
told there were 74 Shar Pei entries which was a 
good number and they were from 13 countries, 
namely Spain, Sweden, Italy, Switzerland, France, 
Croatia, Srbija, Hungary, Austria, Czech Republic, 
Russia and of course, Slovenia.  All Shar Pei were in 
their excellent show and coat condition, with nice 
temperament and generally high quality.  

Dogs and bitches are entered to these classes for 
judging : 
- Champions Class – all Champions,
- Open Class – minimum age 15 months,
- Intermediate Class – between 15 – 24 months,
- Junior Class – between 9 – 18 months,
- Youngster Class – between 6 – 9 months,
- Puppy Class – between 4 – 6 months,
- Veteran Class – over 8 years.

Under the FCI show system individual entries are 
graded with: Excellent, Very Good,   Good and Fair 
and a critique on features of each entry is to be 
made by the judge in the show ring.  I consider this 
arrangement can enhance the owner’s / handler’s 
knowledge of the breed as well as let them 
understand what the judge is looking for. 

Observation and Opinions 
* The overall quality of the entries was of very high 
standard, excellent health / show condition, and very
good handling (except 4 to 5 who needs more show
training).  I saw no unhealthy coat and only two dogs
had spotted tongues.  It appeared that the 
horsecoats had outnumbered the brushcoats in this 
specialty show.  I actually saw many very good ones 
which had nice bone structure and were at the same 
time very good movers.  

Among the requirements of the Shar Pei’s coat as  
described in the Standard of perfection, I personally
always regard the texture of coat as the most
important. However, we must not forget ‘coat’ 
is only one of the many features of the exhibit and 
good judges will always consider the other merits of 
each dog and its overall balance in the ring.

   matgo law
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* The two classes in the show that impressed me
most were the ‘Males Champion Class’ and the
‘Females Intermediate Class (15-24 m.)’, particularly 
the female class which consisted of excellent typical 
specimens representing the breed. A very strong 
class of Shar Pei entries anywhere.

* The BOB of the day was Fuyuan’s Impact of Fire 
Queen, born 26 February 2007.  Breeder / Owner: 
Mr. Janson Wong.  A deep red bitch with strong black 
pigment, typical head and muzzle; small ears set 
tight on top of skull; good sized head but feminine; 
square-built with good bones and an excellent 
mover; excellent harsh coat texture with tight high 
set strong tail.  An excellent overall balanced 
bitch I have not seen for some times.  I was 
surprised to know after the Show, her owner 
is a Chinese who lives in Switzerland. 

* The BOS was Ch. Elite’s Whiskay BID’NIZ, born
22 June 2004. Breeder/ Owner: Ms Sandra
Woodal&Gabriela Zaro. A strong good-sized
fawn coloured male; very strong typical head; excellent 
Shar Pei expression; good proportioned muzzle and 
skull; nice ears strongly set on top of skull; eyes 
deep-set however light in colour; good arched 
neck; square-built with strong quarters; very 
good coat texture and excellent mover.  An 
excellent typical specimen of Shar Pei and a 
deserved Champion representing the breed. 

* I had a good number of Veteran entries (over
8 years of age) and found they were all in excellent 
healthy condition, active and love to show.  I 
must congratulate their owners.  You well 
deserved the big applause from the 
ringside, for your hard work and love. 

The Evening Banquet 
It took place in the Restaurant of Prodnik Sport 
Center. Shar Pei and Bulldog people gathered 
together at some tables.  Before I joined the dinner 
I had a short but nice talk with Ms Zeljka Fan Zidar, 
editor of ‘KINOLOG’, the Slovenian Kennel Club 
magazine, and FCI Judge.  She kindly presented me 
with an issue of the magazine.  I am unable to read 
the contents in Slovenian however in the pictures 
I can see there was an article on the Shar Pei and 
another one on the Krasevec, Slovenian breed of 
Sheepdog, which I am very interested to know more 
about.  

The dinner was lovely with good food and drinks, 
chattings and laughters.  I was invited to say 
something.  I talked about the Show and several 
opinions of mine related to the Shar Pei Standard, 
particularly on the coat.  I also took the opportunity 
to introduce another Chinese breed of dog unknown 
to the overseas world, the Chongqing Hunting 
Dog and told my story of study and observation in 
Chongqing area 9 years ago. 

The After-show Party, 
Monday 15 September 2008 
My free Monday before my departure on Tuesday,  I 
joined the after-show party in the same show venue.  
I did enjoy very much the friendly and free exchange 
of opinions with Shar Pei friends of many countries.  
Had a long conversation with Ms Karen Karlssan from 
Sweden who plans to breed Shar Pei.  Also saw and 
played with a litter of young puppies….. I enjoyed it 
very much as I had missed this for many years since 
I had quit breeding.

I must congratulate Mirjana and members of the 
Shar Pei Club of Slovenia again for putting up a 
Specialty Show on 14. September 2008 with great 
success.  I understand the working hands for the 
show were very limited. Each and every one of you 
must had worked very hard for this excellent result.  I 
fully enjoyed every minute of my stay with you. 

I wish to say thank you again to Mr Lovro Rozman 
& Mirjana Buhovac of the Shar Pei Club of Slovenia 
and their sponsors of the show who “imported” me 
expensively as the judge.  

Many thanks to Mr Dejan Buhovac and his lovely 
wife Adriana who took care of me during my staying  
in your country.  

Big thank you to my Spanish friend Fernando, who 
did the packing of my gifts and souvenirs and same to 
the two pretty young ladies who did the stewarding 
and recording in the Show.  You both did a great job 
for me.  

Last but not least thanks to the owners and handlers 
of all the Shar Pei who came to the show.  You all 
made it successful.

       Matgo Law
November 2008
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exhibition
results 

sodnik Matgo Law

Psi razred mladičev/Males Baby Class (4-6m.)

VP1 D'Bushi De L Empire De Nailkomba; lastnik/
owner: Veronique Falzon (on photo)

VP2 GingerPei's Dance Up To The Dawn; lastnik/
owner: Psarna Ginger Peis

VP3 Buster of Crease of Wisdom; lastnik/owner: 
Fausto Galetti, Of the Crease of Wisdom

Psi razred najmlajših/Males Puppy Class (6-9m.)

VP1 Peppe Nero Better Without Botox; lastnik/
owner: Rita Soti (on photo)

Psi razred mladih/Males Junior Class (9-18m.)

Exc1, PRM Cossie Du Val de genets; lastnik/
owner: Grimaldi & Veronique Falzon (on photo)

EXC2 Explosive Strong Boy For Us; lastnik/owner: 
Silvia Piatti

EXC3 Golding Power of the night; lastnik/owner: 
Katrin Bach

EXC4  Tai Shi's Fubu; lastnik/owner: Rita Soti

VG Golding Red Carpet; lastnik/owner: Jessika Le 
Nair
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Psi vmesni razred/Males intermediate Class (15-24m.)

EXC 1, CAC Golding Once Again; lastnik/owner: 
Eva Perez Grau (on photo)

EXC2, R. CAC He 's Just My Sunshine Del Peodoro; 
lastnik/owner: Gabriela Zaro

EXC3 R-Lee Ticket To Walnut Pie; lastnik/owner: 
Laura Fesus

EXC4 Golding Masterpiece In My Mind; lastnik/
owner: Saša Milešević

Psi odprti razred/Males Open Class (15m+)

EXC 1, CAC Golding Jumbo Jet; lastnik/owner: 
Andraž Bizjak (on photo)

EXC2, R. CAC: Promise pei all my love; lastnik/
owner: Robert Rumez
EXC3 Deakie Shoutintheodds; lastnik/owner: Toth 
Tiborne in Viktor Zoltan Lanti

EXC4 Vladimir Du Val De Genets; lastnik/owner: G. 
Krauze

VG Thundermoon's Driven By Success; lastnik/
owner: Galetti Fausto, Of the Crease of Wisdom

VG Art Amanda's Dream; lastnik/owner: Martina 
Perinkova

Psi razred prvakov/Males Champion Class

EXC 1, CAC, BOS Ch. Elite's Whiskay BID'NIZ; 
lastnik/owner: S. Woodal & Del Peodoro (on photo)

EXC2, R. CAC Ch. Margem's Crunch Golden Edge; 
lastnik/owner: Dee Dee Wells, Psarna Margem's, in 
Dejan Buhovac, Psarna Golding

EXC3 Ch. Golding Fair Play Lee; lastnik/owner: 
Sonja Kočar

EXC4 Ch. Cavalier Erante Del Peodoro; lastnik/
owner: Fausto Galetti, Of the Crease of Wisdom

EXC5 Ch. Chagall's Lord of Ring; lastnik/owner: 
Karen Karlsson

Psi razred veteranov/Males Veteran Class (8 let +)
EXC1, PRV Ch. Pride Du Val De Genets; lastnik/
owner: Letizia Grimaldi (on photo)

Psice razred mladičev/Females Baby Class (4-6m.)

VP1 Four roses Del Peodoro; lastnik/owner: All. 
Del Peodoro, Gabriela Zaro (on photo)
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VP2 Janis Joplin Quasar; lastnik/owner: Venceslava 
Černa

P3 Peppe Nero Dab of daylight; lastnik/owner: Rita 
Soti

Psice razred najmlajših/Females Puppy Class (6-9m.)

VP1 Peppe Nero Canabis; lastnik/owner: Rita Soti 
(on photo)

Psice razred mladih/Females Junior Class (9-18m.)

EXC1, PRM Safira Of the Crease of Wisdom; 
lastnik/owner: Fausto Galetti (on photo)

EXC2 Golding Naughty But Nice; lastnik/owner: 
Tatjana Knapp & David Pogorelc & Dejan Buhovac, 
Psarna Golding

EXC3 Golding Precious Love; lastnik/owner: Andreja 
Loviscek

VG Elite Blue Buexus Coni; lastnik/owner: Vesna 
Grizold

VG Golding Now Or Never; lastnik/owner: Jelena 
Cvetković & Dejan Buhovac, Psarna Golding

Psice vmesni razred/Females Intermediate Class (15-24m.)

EXC1, CAC, BISS Fuyuan's Impact Of Fire Queen; 
lastnik/owner: Jason Wong (on photo)

EXC2, R. CAC Golding One In A Million; lastnik/
owner: Neša Smiljanić & Dejan Buhovac, Psarna 
Golding

EXC3 Bairei De Ginger Peis; lastnik/owner: Jesus 
Fernando Rey Casares

EXC4 Babaocha Mularoni's house; lastnik/owner: 
Lamberto Mularoni

EXC5 Golding Miss Molly; lastnik/owner: Barbara 
Fabjan

VG Orchidea Blue Pu Ang; lastnik/owner: Fausto 
Galetti, Of the Crease of Wisdom
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Psice odprti razred/Females Open Class (15m. +)

EXC1, CAC Trinitrotoluene T.N.T. Del Peodoro; 
lastnik/owner: Gabriela Zaro (on photo)

EXC2 R. CAC Edelweiss Del Peodoro; lastnik/owner: 
Metka Jerina

EXC3 Changshou Xian Madame Betterfly; lastnik/
owner: Rita Soti

EXC4 Yijing's Away To Wymander; lastnik/owner: 
Pocza Erno

EXC Gold Panonia Amelie Charlotte; lastnik/owner: 
Tatjana Knapp in David Pogorelc

EXC Vanity Girl Od Kuče R; lastnik/owner: Vanja 
Knez

VG Ch. Akihisa De GingerPeis; lastnik/owner: Eva 
Perez Grau, GingerPeis

VG Poseidon Of The Crease Of Wisdom; lastnik/
owner: Fausto Galetti, Of the Crease Of Wisdom

VG Golding Joke's On You; lastnik/owner: Soprano & 
Falzon
VG Nanzao Elite; lastnik/owner: Aleksandra 
Janković

VG Gold Panonia All I Want Is You; lastnik/owner: 
Tina in Mario Smrtnik

Psice razred prvakinj/Females Champion Class

EXC1, CAC Ch. Golding Yum Yum; lastnik/owner: 
Neša Smiljanić & Dejan Buhovac, Psarna Golding 
(on photo)

EXC2, R. CAC Ch. Marlehn's Pei Bodega La Luna; 
lastnik/owner: Maja Babšek

EXC3 Ch. Fuyuan's Guan-Jie; lastnik/owner: Jason 
Wong

Psice razred veterank/Females Veteran Class (8 let+)

EXC1, PRV Apple Bee Zoone; lastnik/owner: 
Klemen Eržen (on photo)
 

EXC2 Bek Shan Pu Ang; lastnik/owner: Galetti 
Fausto, Of the Crease of Wisdom

EXC3 Amazon Dream Beauty; lastnik/owner: 
Klemen Eržen

on photo: Mirjana Buhovac in  Matgo Law 
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Dinner after the 4th Specialty Show 
of  The Shar Pei Club of Slovenia
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am happy to have met Mr. Law in person and to have 
seen how he judged and I wish he would judge more here 
in Europe! It is a pity that I had a long way to drive back 
home and I was not able to attend the dinner after the 
show. I would had enjoyed talking to Mr Law about our 
wonderful breed and about the future of the Shar-Pei. 
And of course to hear his opinion as a Shar-Pei Expert.

In the end, thank you Mirjana and Dejan for this wonderful 
Show and of course thanks to all my friends in Slovenia. 
Slovenia is a beautiful country and I am sure I will come 
back again.
        
       Jason Wong

Dear Shar-Pei Friends,
first I would like to I thank you, Mirjana, for asking 

me to write an article about the 4. Club Show 2008 in 
Varpolje. That is a big honour for me. 

I applied my dogs at the very last minute, giving myself 
a chance to meet judge Mr. Matgo Law. I had already 
missed the show two years earlier which he had attended 
as the guest of honour.

On the week of the show the weather was very bad here 
in Switzerland. It had been raining for several days. I was 
not sure whether to drive to the Show or not because I 
did not know what the weather was like in Slovenia. On 
Saturday night, when the rain stopped, I decided to take 
the trip to the Show, hoping that roads across Germany 
and Austria would be drier. After an eight hour trip I was 
in Slovenia. Sunday was very cold considering it was 
September. On the Show Ground there were already 
some owners with their dogs.That time was the first 
time I drove so far to a Show in last six years. I met some 
breeder friends and also some breeders I had never seen 
before. Everyone was very friendly and we had had some 
good discussions about breeding before Mr. Law began 
judging. My first impression was: “ Wow…” when I saw 
more and more owners arriving with their dogs! I had 
never seen such quality dogs in a Show before. Especially 
the horsecoats. 

It was very interesting to observe how Mr Law was 
judging the dogs! He took his time for every single dog, 
from Puppy class to Veteran class! He was the first judge I 
could recall that was judging very correctly.  He carefully 
observed the features of the dog. Not  many judges here 
in Europe do that. Mr Law is a richness to our breed.  I 

impressions of 
visitors 

Participating in the Slovene Shar-pei Club’s 
specialty show was a wonderful experience for us, 

particularly because of the judge, mr. Matgo Law, a living 
legend in the breed’s world who judged in Europe for the 
first time. The man who saved the breed from extinction 
can see its progress or regression over the years better 
than anyone else. He was one of the first to fight for 
preservation of the Shar-pei, a breed which would go 
extinct if it wasn’t for his effort.

It’s difficult to express the feelings when mr. Law judged 
our dogs, with words. Perhaps they could be summarized 
by the word »honoured«. Because that’s how it was. I was 
deeply honoured to have the oportunity of my dogs being 
judged by Matgo Law, who showed endless patience 
and kindness, without any signs of fatigue or indulgence 
despite unfavourable weather.

The number of participants and correctness of judging 
was accompanied by extraordinary kindness and a smile 
on the face. The location was beautiful, surrounded with 
greenery and with a lot of space. The organization was 
flawless and the atmosphere very relaxed.

I can say for certain that this important specialty show 
will remain in my memory for ever.

        Gabriella Zaro, del Peodoro Kennel, Italy
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On the 14th of September 2008, Slovenian SHAR-
PEI club organized its 4th special dog show. 

Participation was very big. There were 74 dogs 
registered from whole Europe. We recived an email 
with a post that the judge is going to be Mr. Matgo 
Law from Hongkong. This was very great news. 

Mr. Matgo has never judged in Europe before. As we 
all know that Mr. Matgo is a man, who saved our best 
breed, I decided to represent my dog, because his 
opinion would mean a lot to me. It was really great 
to watch Mr. Matgo, while he was judging the dogs. 
He looked each dog precisely. He even touched all 
dogs from head to legs. After all that he gave an 
evaluation. I know that it was hard work to judge, 
because there were a lot of excellent dogs.  After 
the show we took some pictures with the judge Mr. 
Matgo Law, and president of Slovenian Shar-pei 
Club Mrs. Mirjana Buhovac. After great, but very 
cold afternoon we were all invited to Sport center 
Prodnik, where we were served very nice again. The 
dinner was excellent. While we had dinner, we talked 
about the show, about our dogs, and listened to Mr. 
Matgo who shared his opinion of our dogs, and he 
said that he likes our dogs a lot. It was quite late, so 
we had to go home. We would be very pleased if Mr. 
Matgo would visit us again. 

At the end all regards goes to small group of people 
from Slovenian Shar-pei Club who have spent a lot 
of free time, money, etc., for such well organized 
special dog show 2008! 

       Andraž Bizjak

The exhibition, was I can’t say 
anything less than perfect. In spite 

of bad weather we all had a lot of fun. 
The people were fantastic and I think that everyone 
who is a true Shar-Pei fan was feeling amazing, because 
to see so many shar pei fans on one spot its truly 
breath taking. The organization was phenomenal and 
all congratulations to our Mirjana for fantastic show. 
All golding shar pei got fantastic 
results and even won few medals. 
The filling that you get when you see that judge is 
the one and only Matgo Law the savior of the Shar-
Pei breed is just indescribable. I was very excited 
because this was my first show and with pleasure 
I can say that I’m looking forward for the next 
exhibition. 

       Katrin

I liked the show very much, the organization 
was great, as was the atmosphere and the many 

Shar-pei. Only on a European show you can see so 
many Shar-pei.

Thank you very much for the good organization and 
atmosphere. See you next year.

       Meta Jerina
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We are proud that we were able to take 
part in the 4th Specialty Show organized by the 

Slovenian Shar pei club.

We were grateful that after a long trip from Spain, we  
were able to enjoy  in excellently organised exhibition in a 
perfect environment. The ring was spacious and perfectly 
decorated. We would like to congratulate Slovenian shar 
pei club on the great effort and good work organising the 
event and especially we would like to congratulate the 
president, mrs Mirjana Buhovac, on the hard work and 
the passion which she had dedicated to this Specialty 
show several months before it actually happened. 

It was an unforgettable day, an important show due 
to the presence of a prestigious judge mr. Matgo Law. The 
results that day were the least important thing; to be able 
to have the opportunity to meet and know opinion about 
development of our breed by Mr. Matgo Law- that alone 
justified our presence in the Specialty. In a rare breed such 
as Shar Pei, to rely on  representation of 13 countries, it is a 
success with which not many clubs in the world can show 
off with. We are positive that Slovenian Shar pei club will 
continue this line of work in the following years. 

We hope to go  to the 5th Specialty Show next year, 
which, without a doubt,  will be another success according 
organisation and applications.

Congratulations Mirjana, Lovro, Dejan and everyone 
else from Slovenian Shar pei club. Thank you for your 
hospitality and your passion for the Shar Pei. See you 
next year.

        Eva Pérez & Marcos Font

At the beautiful grounds of Zgornja 
Savinjska dolina Kennel Club, numerous Shar-Pei 

breeders, including their representative dogs, gathered 
again to participate the 4th Shar-Pei Specialty Show. It 
was organized traditionally by the Slovenian Shar-Pei 
Club and its president Mrs. Mirjana Buhovac.
  
During the show we had the pleasure to exchange our 
experience with the exhibitors from Slovenia, Spain 
France, Hungary, Italy and ther countries all over the 
world.

We were enjoying presentations of many extraordinary 
handlers and their dogs. The 4th  Specialty Show was 
judged by notable Mr. Matgo Low from Hong Kong, who 
is responsible for the preservation of Shar-Pei breed. 

Therefore we can be proud of Golding One in a Million 
which won a second place in Females Intermediate 
Class, and  Golding Yum-Yum which won the first place in 
Females Champion Class. 

In the evening all the participants were invited for a dinner 
at the traditional  Slovenian restaurant SC Prodnik, where 
we enjoyed famous national specialties and kindness of 
our hosts. After the dinner we had the opportunity to 
listen Mr. Matgo`s lecture about history of this ancient 
and unusual breed . He also talked about the appearance 
of the potentially new Chinese breed and his efforts for its 
confirmation by the FCI. 

For us and for those  who have love in their hearts for the 
almost overnight Shar-Pei breed rocketed from obscurity 
and possible extinction to instant celebrity status and 
fame, these events were the unforgettable experience.

       Minja in Nesa Smiljanic, Panonian Train kennel
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Friday, September 12. We're finally here. 
Sunny departure at 8:30 from our beautiful 

southeast, arrival to Slovenia at 00:30 (raining). We 
were very glad to see Mirjana Buhovac, president 
of the Slovenian Shar-pei club and Golding Kennel 
owner, Eva, Marco and Fernando waiting for us. We 
continued by discovering the bungalows, tucking 
the dogs in and chatting until 4 a.m. 

Wednesday, September 13. Weather didn't improve, 
but nevermind. Slovenia is wonderful, unending 
green pastures, mountain huts, the feeling as we 
were in Savoy... We finally met people we knew only 
over the internet, saw their dogs finally and weren't 
dissappointed, they are even prettier in reality. 
Getting acquainted, a short session, everybody 
together, a moment of fantastic conversations. 
Going to lunch in the restaurant at 12 where we 
tasted the tourist menu (a soup with noodles, salad, 
traditional dish with roast meat, rice and potatoes). 
An express visit, it's raining and the road yesterday 
was dangerous! So we took some rest. After resting 
we had a drink in the camp's bar where the manager 
gave us cherries, we listened to Slovenian music, 
another great moment for everybody. Other French 
friends joined us for the meal in a pizzeria. And then 
to bed, tomorrow's a big day.

Sunday, September 14. Not raining! Only a little 
before the beginning of the shar-pei and english 
bulldog show, when we heard a short presentation 
of both judges. 74 dogs were registered for this 
international show, a number western clubs can only 
dream of! Matgo Law, the breed's saviour, is in front 
of us. Is this a dream? No, it's him! We've been waiting 
for him for two years, the idea of meeting him was 
utopical, but now he's the one who will judge our 
dogs! 10. a.m: the show finally begins. 13 nations are 
represented. What a success! And we got to know the 
judge, a passionate man, who takes time evaluating 
each dog, approaching it gently and so warmly that 

we were simply delighted. He talks to the dog and 
examines it exactly: eyes, teeth, tongue, measures 
the forehead with fingers, touches the ears, neck, 
back, lower back, pulls the tail downwards to feel its 
flexibility, etc. He really pays attention to everything 
during the dog's run in the triangle. When the dog 
is returning, he lowers himself to better see the 
gait. Then everybody stands still. Our judge gives 
comments to the clerk. Finally, the last round across 
the field and we move on. The show ended around 
18:30. What a feeling, how beautiful shar-peis and 
above all, what cheerfulness around the ring. We then 
move on towards the restaurant, where a delicious 
feast donated by the club was waiting for us. Mirjana 
informs us that Matgo Law will have a speech. First, 
he thanked us for our presence and explained that 
40 years ago, he never thought people will be so 
enthusiastic about the shar-pei. He felt that all the 
dogs he judged were of excellent quality and had 
excellent coat. He reminded us of the fact that the 
times are changing, things are developing and so do 
the shar-pei themselves, but according to him, shar-
pei still has 5 main characteristics:

- The coat should be as short as possible
- The coat must be straight
- The coat must be sharp
- Pigmentation: tongue, palate and cushions must be   
   completely dark, independently of coat color
- The tail must be flexible and extended over the back.

He then showed us some pictures, the dog on the 
pictures was a shar-pei which as is currently bred 
in China. He explained us that he wrote a standard 
in English which his fellow countrymen translated 
wrong, and bred a different shar-pei to the one which 
he created. He felt that the show was successful and 
was very proud to have seen participants from so 
many countries. After the evening ended, our minds 
were full of wonderful pictures, we learned a lot 
about our breed and we were very happy.

Monday, September 15. Time to return home. 
Luckily, we managed to visit Mirjana and her kennel 
for the last time. We left Slovenia at 9 a.m. and 
returned home at 19:00. So our weekend ended, but, 
writing these lines, I'm still floating in the clouds. 
Magical, this is the only word which can describe our 
journey! 

      Hedwiga Houdais in Sandra Soprano
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My two cents 
30 years after arrival of first shar pei to Eu-

rope and whole 35 years after famous appeal to save 
the breed was made by young Matgo Law in Ameri-
can magazine ‘’Dogs’’, 4th specialty show of Shar pei 
club of Slovenia took place. To judge was the honor-
able mr. Matgo himself. How does he see the breed 
standard of modern shar pei?

Handful of us handlers and dogs undertook a ‘’han-
dling preschool’’ earlier in the summer. It was atten-
tively led by mrs. Mojca Štrukelj and it was all about 
getting us to realise that handler and dog must work 
hard to form harmonised team in order to ‘’elegantly 
float’’ in ring. Much baloney and cheese and rice bis-
cuits need to be chewed before the light long step 
of unbroken movement can happen... We applied to 
‘’float’’ in company of  exhibitors from 13 different 
countries, among undeniably high quality shar pei 
from European breeding. 

Detailed breed knowledge by mr. Law gave titles to 
quite some horsecoats (dear to me) in chilly Varpolje 
that day. Both of my females (and no, we don’t 
‘’float’’ in ring yet) were excellent. 

Same grade should go to the exhibition’s organi-
sation comittee which, once again, enabled us to 
spend a great day in company of representatives 
and lovers of  noble breed for which we learn, work 
and unite. Thank you. 

       Tatjana Knapp

the first breeding examination, Varpolje, September 14, 2008

Since its establishment, members of the Slovenian 
Shar-pei club have been striving for a change in the 
breeding committee, or a new breeding committee. 
In 2008 this goal was accomplished, and a national 
breeding commitee for the Shar-pei was appointed, 
consisting of:

- president: Cvetka Bogovčič
- members:  - Boris Baič,
  - Alenka Černe,
  - Mirja Lapanja in
  - Andreja Čučnik

The first breeding examination took place during the 
lunch break at the specialty show in Varpolje. 

All the dogs examined were marked with the highest 
breeding grade A.

Congratulations to all the owners, and best of luck 
with dog breeding.

national shar-pei 
breeding comittee
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What drew your attention to the shar-pei? 

Guess you really are going to tax this old ladies brain 
answering all these questions. I will try my best but 
remember I have OLD TIMERS disease. OK, that 
said, here goes. I learned about the shar-pei from my 
mother and father, Margertta and John Patterson, 
way back in 1972 when they first saw a photo.  My 
mother showed the photo to my dad and he siad it 
looked like a pig. She said”No, they say it is a Chinese 
fighting dog”. She  was intreiged and over the next 
few years she tried to learn a bit aobut this strange 
looking dog. In About 1974 she saw an advertize-
ment for a Rare breed dog Match very close to them 
in Hilard Ohio. It listed the shar-pei as a breed be-
ing shown. SHE insisted they go even though it was 
on Easter Sunday. My sister and her husband were 
in town as was my grandfather. They ALL went to 
see the shar-pei at this show. Bob and Ellen Fetter 
judged the entire show. This was the frist time they 
had seen the shar-pei in “person”. The dogs had 
come from all over the country, 10 to 12 of them. 
Dee Seas was there from Mansfield Ohio and some 
people from Chicago  and others.Mom was definatly 
hooked. 

Not long after that they went to judge in the Caro-
lina’s and looked up another kennel and went to see 
the dogs there. No one seemed to have puppies for 
sale. In 1976,they were  asked to Hong Kong to judge 
and my dad decided to find Matgo and learn  more 
about this breed. 

He must have called a dozen different Chinese peo-
ple trying to find Matgo. Finally they got someone to 
have him call them back. Matgo asked them to meet 
him at Victoria station and he would take them to his 
kennel. They said how would they know him since 

“all Chinese look alike to them” and Matgo said he 
would find them just stand there and stay put. And 
he did.

Why did you become involved with the breed?    
When? 

Well after Matgo found Mom and dad and took 
them to his kennel they were defiantly going to have 
a shar-pei.. Matgo did not have any small puppies 
at that time but had a 6 month old female that he 
did not plan to sell due to her length of coat. It was 
way too long for him and he did not want a dog leav-
ing that had improper coat. He refused to sell her 
so they left very unhappy. Over the next few weeks 
they called back and forth and finelly he relented 
and sent “Pruna” Down Homes Icon, to them. She 8 
months old and  was wondeful in their eyes. This was 
October of 1976.

I was in love with her at first sight and was deter-
mined to have one of my own.

How did you go about purchasing your first shar-
pei?   Did you get your first shar-pei from some-
one in the us or overseas?  Do you remember how 
much you paid for your first dog?  Were you on a 
waiting list for puppies? 

Gosh, I didn’t buy my first shar-pei  my MOM bought 
her and gave her to me. She arrived  from Hong Kong 
from Chinese Diamond Kennel, Mr Yu Ying Wai. Her 
name was Chinese Diamond Dao Ching and I called 
her Moochie or La Poo . She was a fawn horsecoat 
ad had a flowered tongue. She was not the pretti-
est shar-pei in the world but she had a heart of gold 
and loved us all. There were only her sire and dam on 
the pedigree she was born 11/5/78 wwhich was my 
husbands birthday and she lived to age 15 plus. I had 
her put to sleep because  of Old age problems  I re-
ally do not remember when I actually bought one of 
my own. I have only bought a couple in ALL my years 
of breeding. It is possible my first purchased puppy 
was from Marge Calltharp. Her name was CH. Black-
stone Bamboo of Marbo called Bamboo.  She was a 
fwan Horsecoat and she was OFA good. I never had  
to be on a waiting list. I Paid $1500.00 according to 
the contract I have. Over the years I bought several 
more shar-pei but VERY few. Most were trades or I 
bred myself. Also many of the ones I bought were 
returned to the original owner for one reason or the 
other.

Interview Dee-Dee
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Did you receive a breed standard or description 
with your first dog(s)?    Did you receive any pic-
tures of other dogs prior to getting your first?  
How old was your first dog? 

NO, I never even knew there  was a standard for many 
years. I only knew what my mother had found out 
from Matgo and Dee Seas. Yes, I had seen photos of 
shar-pei and I did see photos of Moochie before she 
arrived from China. She was maybe 3 months old 
when we got her. MOM said she cost about $300.00 
plus shipping. My Mother was involved with working 
on the Chinese Shar-Pei of America Standard.

In the beginning, who did you rely on for breed in-
formation?  Did you share health concerns? 

It was mostly guess work as far as breed info. Most 
of what I learned was from Mom. As far as Medi-
cal problems we learned as we went along. I will 
never forget the first litter of pups. Mom asked me 
if they had tails? I said sure they have tails aren’t 
they suppose to? She siad she had heard that some  
were born with out tails or a very short tail. Then at 
2 weeks I waited for their eyes to open and I never 
even saw an eyeball. I went to the vet and they siad 
it looked like there was no eyeball inside. Then we 
learned aobut tacking and found the eyes. Scary at 
first. You do not know how many vets I trained to do 
eyes before I started to do them myself. BY the way 
I am a vet tech.

I learned many more things as time went on Seemed 
there was always something new or scary to worry 
about. Trial and Error that was the way we learned.

Who were your early mentors?  What was the best 
advice they gave you?  

As I said I had only my mother in the beginning. As 
for advise I guess it would have been be patient. Keep 
trying to better the breed. As years went on I spoe to 
a listen to many breeders all over the country and in 
fact the world. I still do and learn new things every-
day.

Give us a little background of your kennel and goals.

Margem Hills began as a Bassett kennel. My mother 
Margretta and my “Aunt” Emily thus Margem. We 
raised Bassetts and Shih-Tzu for many years. I grew 
up and went away to college, got married became 

a mother and a vet Tech and moved back to Ohio 
near my family. I had Shih-Tzu and Bassetts and then 
Shar-Pei and Dachshunds. I was the only sibling that 
wnet into the dog fancy. I used to show dogs and also 
show in Juniros where I was one of the top juniors in 
the country with over 80 wins one year. 

When I began Shar-Pei I was totally into it. I showed 
at the rare breed matches in the beginning and at a 
few specialty shows and finally at AKC shows which 
was my goal of course since it was where my roots 
were. I had the first Horsecoat AKC Champion male 
finishing in 3, 5 point majors. CH. Margem’s Rivers 
Edge, fondly called Mr. Buz. He was again a fawn 
horsecoat. 

My goals are to hopefully help to improve this great 
breed and produce healthy well adjusted puppies 
bred to the AKC standard. AND Someday have the 
most “perfect” Male Horsecoat specials dog I can.

How do you feel the breed has changed from when 
your first became involved?  List the plusses and 
minuses.

 I feel that temperament has improved and so have 
the skin problems we use to see so much of. I also 
feel that MOST of the people in the breed now are 
in it for the betterment of the breed rather than the 
almighty dollar which certainly hurt the breed in the 
very beginning. I think  that the Horsecoat is making 
a big come back though I still feel strongly that the 
brushcoats and horsecoats  are very different and 
need to be separate varieties.

If you could assemble the perfect shar-pei from 
parts of past winners (or dogs you have bred/had), 
what  individual attributes from what dogs would 
you use? 

The Perfect Shar-Pei would be CH. Margem’s Rivers 
Edge only he would be an inch shorter and have OFA 
EX hips.

What kennel do you feel has contributed consis-
tently to producing good dogs?   

I feel there are many kennels that have added to the 
improvement of the breed.. I bred to several of the 
top winning and well know dogs over the years. Meit-
ing and Thundermoon, Ding Ho, Gold’s, A-Capella, 
Alpha just to name a few.
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Who is the best dog you have ever bred and why? 

CH. Margem’s Just A Gibson Girl “GiGi”is the best I 
have bred so far. WHY? Because I feel she is close to 
the perfect size , structure , type , and temperment. 
and a breeder should be going forward NOT back-
wards. She is my current SHOW dog. YES, There are 
a few things I would change so I will attempt to re-
produce her with these changes. 

What has attributed to your longevity with the breed? 

Stuborness!! I do love this breed. I will not let people 
or disappointments  or sorrow change my life. I be-
lieve in what I do.

If you have a kennel name, what is it?  How did 
you choose the name? 

Kennel name is Margem Hills. And I already covered that.

What has been your contribution to the breed and 
what would you like to be remembered for?
 
Bettering the breed and helping to find a cure  and 
marker for the dreaded “A”. Also for getting the 
breed split into varieties someday.

What combinations have worked best in your 
breeding program? (Half brother/sister combina-
tions, grandparents, etc.) 

I find that line breeding is great for me and then I 
have to outcross and then go back into my lines 
again. I do try to use Grand parents to grandkids if 
at all possible.

Do you feel a bitch or a dog is the most important 
in a breeding program? 

I think the bitch is the most important of all.

As a breeder, if you had to choose between sound-
ness and type, what would it be?

TYPE!!!! If you do not have type you do not have a 
shar-pei. Any dog can be sound but then it is just any 
breed, right? To be a Shar-pei takes certain special 
traits that comprise type.

What is the one fault you cannot live with in a Shar-Pei? 

I Hate it that they will fight. I wish I could trust them 
to get along with any other breed or their own breed 

for that matter, and not have those Snake like out 
bursts. I hear that sound or fighting and I cringe.

What’s your advice to anyone wanting to buy their 
first show dog? 

Wait until the dog is at least 6 months old. Then you 
have a chance of know what the dog will look like, 
his bite, size, structure and temperament. People 
that want an 8 week old show dog have a lot to learn. 
Yes, I will sell a potential show puppy at 8 weeks but 
it is not a guaranteed show dog. Most people do 
not want an older dog. This is crazy the older shar-
pei will adapt to a new home as easily as most baby 
puppies.

How important is advertising? 

I do not feel advertising is worth its money. I feel all is 
does is promote and Parade a “show” dog in front of 
judges so that the person and the dog are seen. This 
is mostly for the judges that can not make up their 
own minds for ones that do not know the breed they 
are judging but need “faces” to help them along. 
Yes, it does work sometimes for just that reason 
but that is not what I want. I advertise in the Barker 
mostly just to support the club. I rarely advertise any 
place else. IF I do then it is just to show off my won-
derful dog. Not to influence judges. I feel the fancy 
has gotten out of hand and now it is not the dog but 
who and how much money you have that is getting 
wins. Sad. I also feel there are too many dogs out 
there that do not belong in the show ring. That is my 
fault as well as other breeders. I do not like to have 
someone show a dog from MY kennel that does not 
deserve to win. Yes, I do this at times to help build 
majors and finish dogs. Almost any dog can finish if 
you spend enough money on it. I know that too.

Where do you hope to be in 10 years? 

Retired, on a sunny island with my husband Gary 
and a few dogs. Happy and content to do nothing 
much but Drink a diet coke and relax. NO, actually, 
I will probably still be running around the show ring 
just like I am now, only a bit older and less agile. Still 
trying to do it better the next time. Breeding shar-
pei for those that love and enjoy this wonderful but 
challenging breed.
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BAZ

Hello. I am Urban. I am 10 years 
old. My brother and I wanted a dog 
very much and last year, just before 
St. Nicholas, our dream came true. 
At first we thought that it wouldn’t 
because mommy wasn’t ‘’FOR’’ it. 
We convinced daddy though and so 
came our wrinkled bun Baz. It was 3: 1, 
majority wins! 

Our Baz is veeeeery good dog, we call 
him Bazek, Bazika, Bucka then. But 
sometimes he demonstrates all the 
pranks he knows; then he is ‘’bimbo’’, 
‘’bizgec’’, ‘’bumber’’ (goon)…  He 
mainly hears these names when 
he pads our appartment with toilet 
paper in such speed and art noone 
can imagine. In the middle of sleep 
he stands up and goes towards the 
bathroom. Silence… In the next 
moment is one roll  stretched through 
kitchen, dining room, bathroom…
and when we all begin to chase him, 
he gains greater will and speed. We 
still can’t find a shelf so high that Baz 
wouldn’t reach it. 

We are still all very happy to have 
him, because he’s the kindest dog. He 
awaits everyone on the window shelf 
and wags his tail until arrival pets him.
He also likes to jump on our beds and 
warm our legs. He’s a very good guard 
because he doesn’t let strangers into 
our house. He growls so loudly we 
don’t need a bell anymore since we’ve 
had Baz.

So, that would be briefly about our 
bun, who has grown to be an elegant 
shar pei in the meantime. Of course 
we had some trouble since this is our 
first dog. We called Mama Pei for help 
in times of need, who helped us always 
and for that we thank her.

       Urban Umek

QUEENIE – THE LITTLE SHAR PEI

My story will tell you about the time we 
visited shar pei. I visited them with my aunt 
Adriana, my cousin Maksimilian, Friderik 
and Otilija on Saturday, 15. November. We 
went to Maksimilians grandmother in Male 
Braslovče. 

I almost knew the way by heart as I had 
already been there twice before. We parked 
in front of a small house, covered in wood. 
We were greeted by roaring barking. In 
kitchen a surprise waited for us: the oldest 
canine puppy Wrinky was barking in his 
crate. We played a little with him and only 
then our adventure began. Maksimilians 
grandmother came down the stairs, carrying 
three very small, very young puppies in 
her lap. Otilija, Friderik and myself were 
looking after them. Frideriks doggy was 
called Fight, Otilijas Edit, which is short for 
Expert Edition, and mine was Queenie. 
Maksimilians grandmother told us that 
Queenie would probably stay at home as 
she is nicely built and would have chance to 
become a new female champion.  

After awhile Friderik and I went upstairs to 
see rest of the puppies. Little room was full 
of tiny yellow puddles and in one corner a 
little green poop was hiding. The scene 
that followed was really funny: two of the 
puppies ran to Friderik and seven of them 
to me. They were jumping on me, biting 
my shoelaces, hustling and if I had moved, 
they would had followed me. In that room I 
met a puppy who only had one healthy eye. 
He had been taking antibiotics and getting 
injections but nothing had helped. His eye 
had spilled. When we went back, downstairs 
little Fight, Edit and Queenie were already 
waiting for us. We continued with our play.  

It was really fun. I will remember this 
event for a long time, especially my little 
Queenie.     
         
      Valerija Greta Sušnik
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picnic and
new years dinner 
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